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THE PRODUCTION OF MESONS BY PHOTONS AT 00 

Nelson Jarmie 

I. ABSTRACT 

Hydrogen gas has been bombarded in a high pressure, low tempera-

ture target by the 322 Mev bremsstrahlung of the Berkeley synchrotron 

to produce lr±  mesOns at 0.± 4 degrees to the beam. The mesons were 

bent out of the photon beam by a magnetic field. The mesons passed 

through a lead channel and lead absorbers and were detected in Ilford 

C-2 emulsions.. Data has been obtained for a photon energy of 278 ± 4 

Mev. (This is for a meson energy of 134 ± 4 Mev.) 

The absolute differential cross section is: 

(k,Q) =(6. 2 	
: ) 	

10 	cm2 /ster. /proton/quanta 

This point has been combined with other data 2  at other angles to give 

an angular distribution of the form a + b cos Q + c sin 2  9 and .this is com-

pared with the phenomenological isobar theory. The cross section has 

been corrected for nuclear absorption in the gas and meson absorber, 

scattering, decay in flight and has been transformed to the center of 

mass system. It must be noted that this cross section was calcutated 

from 10 events. 

A study of the calibration of the beam has been made, and a dis-

cussion of the theory of errors of a small number of events is included. 

Mesons from deuterium were also detected and the ratio of the production 

from deuterium to hydrogen is given but is not statistically significant. 

The significance, of the experimental results in the light of the 

phenomenological theory as developed by Watson and Brueckner 7  and 

6 i Feld s discussed. 
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THE PRODUCTION. OF MESONS BY PHOTONS AT 00 

Neion Jarie 

INRODUCTION' 

The fieldof study of the nature of themeson and subject of nuclear 

forces that is intimately' connected with it has progressed so rapidly in 

the last few years that it iè almost impossible to give ai decent summary 

of the field without writing a book. Many fats have been unearthed, yet 

the total staeo.knowledge about the mesOn is poor indeed. On the one 

hand, the "static' properties of the meson particle-field are becoming 

'fairly well known: the charge," rest mass, spin, paiity, and the lifetime 

and decay'products; but the Itdynamicsti:  the ].aws and theory concerning 

rneson'production and interaction with matter and energy, is'flourdering 

very .badly. 'It'almost seems'as if a major revision of some of the con-

cepts of physics on the' level of relativity and quantum mechanics will be 

needed to bring the theory of the meson to the clarity and simplicity that 

scientists have come to expectabout the formulation of the laws of the 

universe. 

The'stüdy' of the ph'otopro . duction of mesos is of very great impor-

tarce towards' this end, primarily because' the gamma ray is "used up" 

in'the reaction, reducing the" 'complexity of the reaction and making it 

more ámenabieto theoretical investigation. The reactions y + p —p

Tr + n and y +p_9Tr°  + p being only two-bcrly processes, play a leading 

rOle in'the investigations; and are, at present, being given much 

attention. Fxperiments are being done wherever there' are h'igh energy 

'gamma ray'machines: Cornell, M. I. T., University of llhinoIs, Cal Tech, 

and here at the University of California(see 'references). 

From the experimentalist's point of view, one of these two-body 

processes is completely described by stating the differential cross sec- 
da- 	' tion 	(k, 9) at all angles and energies (k is the energy of the photon 

and"Q the angle that the momentum of the meson makes with the momen-

tum of the photon).' From this may be derived the angular dependence 

and excitation function for the production of mesons. A theory must 

successfully explain both of these, or at least be compatible with them, 

in order to be worth serious consideration, 

'S 
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It is the purpose of this paper to describe an experiment measur-

ing the differential cross section of the reaction 'y + 	n at zero 

degrees at a gamma ray energy of about 277 Mev, and to discuss how 

this value is of importance in advancing our knowledge of meson 

reactions. Information on the reaction y + d__,lr+  + n + n is also given. 

The experiment was originally planned with emphasi ;s on measuring 

the ratio of the cross sections of the photoproduction of rnesons from 

hydrogen and deuterium at zero degrees. This value, when used in 

phenomenological calculations16 17, I, gives direct information on the 

' 1 spin..flip of the nucleon concerned in the reaction or, in other words, 

on the mode of coupling between the meson and nucleon. Previous work 2  

measured such cross sections at various angles but did not give a 

I sp 1n _fliptt value was statistically significant However, we found that 

the cross sections are quite low at zero degrees and'that a determina-

tion of a significant value for the ratio is very difficult Therefore, 

with the recent interest in the absolute value of the cross section of 

y + p-_s Tr + n at zero degrees it was decided to turn our efforts to 

measuring this quantity. 

A long time was spent in attempting to measure this quantity with 

electronic detection equipment, using the pi-mu decay as the charac-

teristic event to detect the pi meson. It became clear that primarily 

due to the flood of pair electrons and positrons in the forward direction, 

this method would not be successful. 

Essentially the method finally used was to produce the mesons in 

a high pressure gas target, then to bend them away from the beam with 

a magnetic field and to detect them in Ilford C-2 nuclear emulsions. 

There is developed the experimental equation which, determines the 

differential cross section. Then the evaluation of each parameter in 

that equation is described after which the results are shown. The re-

lationship of the results to other work in the field and their signifi-

cance with respect to the existing theories are discussed, Long cal-

culations of interest and reference formulas are subjugated to appen-

dices so as not to interfere with the continuity of the paper. 



III. GENERAL DESCRIPTION OF THE EXPERIMENT 

• A diagram of the experimental arrangement is shown in Figure 1. 

Photons from the 322 Mev bremsstrahlung of the synchrotron pass 

through a beam monitor (an ionization chamber), are collimated by a 

tapered 3/4 inch hole in nine inches of lead, pass through a fringing 

collimator to eliminate the spray from the edges of the primary colli-

mator, and pass through a 24 inch target containing the target gas 

(hydrogen or deuterium) at a high pressure, about 2100 psi, and cooled 

to liquid nitrogen temperature. The mesons (and positrons of the same 

momentum) are bent by a large pair magnet. The entire set-up was 

carefully aligned with a telescopic optical system. X-ray pictures 

were taken to check the alignment. 

The meson particles are roughly channeled and pass through a thick 

lead absorber (see Figure 2), and are detected in horizontal Ilford C-2 

emulsions. A large number of emulsions were exposed, a few at a 

time being removed at given periods to give a spectrum of the exposures 

and to conserve beam time. The synchrotron running time for the 

collection of the data used was about four 16 hour days 

One of the essential points of the experiment was the use of a very 

thick absorber; which, although restricting observation to the very 

high energy mesons, presented many shower lengths (well over the 

shower maximum) to the positron background and thus served to lower 

the latter to a usable level. The average energy meson observed was 

about 134 lvlev and used about12 shower lengths of lead to stop. A 

series of runs was also tried with 100 Mev mesons, but the plate.s 

were too dark to be of use, even in the low exposures, due to the 

positron contribution to the single grain background in C-Z's. 

Let us now proceed to relate the cross sections to physical 

parameters and describe in some detail the determination of these 

experimental quantities 
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IV. EXPERIVIEN TAL PROCEDURE 

A The Cross Section 

The differential cross section, in terms of experimental parameters, 

may be defined as follows The number of events for a given phenomena 

occurring in a given solid angle, at a given angle, due to a certain 

energy (k) projectile is equal to the differential cross section 	g) 

times the number of target particles per cm 2  times the number of 

photons of energy k times the solid angle Symbolically and approximately 

da = 	(k, 0) 	n dt dy 	 (1) 

where n equals the particle density in the target and dt is the thickness 

of the target. In our case, dy is the number of photons of energy k in 

the bremsstrahlung causing the reaction 

Let us define a series of quantities which are to be used in expanding 

quation (l) 

d2/dA 	is the rate of change of solid angle at the target due to a 

change of vertical area at the emulsion 

h 	is the thickness of the emulsibn scanned. (200 microns) 

JQ 	is the width of the emulsion scanned 

R 	is a parameter of distance along the beam of mesons at the 

emulsions. 

AR 	is the distance of emulsion scanned along R.  

T 	is the kinetic energy of the meson, 

dR/dT 	is the rate of change of the range of mesons due to a change 

of meson energy at the target. 

f(k) 	is the ordinate of the brernsstrahlurig spectrum, in which 

kN(k) is plotted vs. k. See Figure 5. 

Q 	is an "equivalent quanta" (e q ) which is the energy in the 

photon beam divided by the maximum photon energy (322 Mev). 

dQ/dNu is the calibration of the number of Q in the beam in terms of 

an arbitrary amount of charge produced in the beam monitor 

(ion chamber), this amount being called a "nunan" (Nu). 

w 
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d7n Note that: AO= 	.. h 	 . 	. 	. 

and that the expansion of dy in terms of bremsstrahlung parameters is 

:1 dR 

Now 	is a function of the shape of the bremsstrahlung spectrum 

and the beam monitoring and, using the definition of f(k), is equal to 

dy = 1 fQj 	322(Mev) dQ 	Nu 
UY1 ar ëa 

where.hla.reaha, is the area.under the curve.(bremsstrahlung spectrum), 

from which f(k) is read..  

Putting all this.into equation (1) gives: 

N d,o ... 	. 	. . 
_ ( 	.) = . 	 . 	 inches 	. 	 (2) 

	

T R hn 322 	NuAT 	 dt 

It is to be emphasized that N cUS be corrected for nuclear absorp-

tion, decay in flight, scattering and efficiency of detection. The cross 

section will be transformed to the center of mass system for its final 

form All units are consistent if centimeters and Mev are used 

throughout. 

B. Determination Of N . 	 . 

1. Magnet The magnet is a large pair spectrometer for general 

use at the synchrotron, capable of producing around 14, 000 gauss in 

a 3.5 inch pole gap, althugh the experiment was run closer to 13, 000 

gauss as a more suitable point The magnet current was electronically 

regulated and measuredwith a Leeds and Northrup Potentiometer. The 

sign of the field was determined independently by several observers 

using the deflection of a wire powered by a battery The magnet was 

close enough to the synchrotron that the guide field of the accelerator 

had to be compensated considerably by the crew in order for the 



machine to operate at all. Smooth running of the synthotrOnindicated 

the correct performance of the pair magnet during the entire run. 

In ordex to insure that no unsuspected4iffi.culty w4sencQuntered 

with the paths of the mesons in the magnet and channel geometry the 

meson trajectories were simulated by the. magnetic wire technique, 

using exactly the magnet current and geometry used in the experiment. 

It was thus clear that the proper energy mesons had roughly the correct 

curvature and had free access to the emulsion scanned from various 

parts of the target. The magnetic shield for the target proved to be 

quite efficient since the trajectories did not bend except for a very 

little at the junction of the shield and pole piece. The, emulsions were 

protected from the heat of the magnet by the blast of a powerful fan, 

.2, Emulsions. The Ilford C-2, 200 micron, one by three' inch, 

glass-backed emulsions used were from a'batch that hadben used by 

others at the laboratory who had clearly seen pi-rnu events with normal 

grain densities. The emulsions had permanent numbers scratched into 

them before the experiment to avoid mix-ups, and great care was taken 

to expose the properly numbered pla.tes at the right time 

A few test plates were developed by a standard technique used at 

the laboratory. Upon scanning these it was felt that the thickness of 

emulsion prevented a uniform development felt necessary in the face 

of • a very high single grain background, making track identification 

more difficult than usual The author modified a "semi-cold' 1  develop-

ment (see appendix B) in use locally and developed the plates in,groups 

in order to avoid accidental loss of the entire amount. All of the 

plates appeared to be in good shape after development. Some diffi-

culty was encountered with peeling during a few very dry winter days. 

3. Scanning. The emulsions were scanned wjth,an . Atherican 

Optical Spencer binocular microscope with oil immersion objectives 

of 45 and 90 power together with oculars of 6 or 10 power. Fairly 

high speed, scanning with low power was possible because of the very 

low density of tracks. However, when the single grain baçkgrpund 

became very high, a higher power was used. The mesons., expected 

to be positive, were detected by the usual inicatioxs of track sca.tter-

ing and the high,  rate of change of, grain density towards the end of the 

track. Any such track with the slightest suspicion of being a meson 



still 

was inspected under higher power, and rough grain counts were taken 

at various points along the track to insure the determination The 

majority of these tracks were quickly rejected as being protons It 

was assumed that the efficiency for seeing mesons was 100 percent 

within the accuracy of the experiment, The p1 meson was easily de-

tected because of the mu meson emitted, which was clearly seen; but 

it was also desired to determine the density of the mesons ending with 

no decay particles visible Under the present geometry it would be 

assumed that these were mu meson endings; and, assuming a constant 

density of pi mesons in the vicinity of the emulsion, one would expect 

the same number of mu endings as pi endings. This would serve as 

a check on the data and would also increase the statistics. As it will 

be seen, this criteria was well satisfied. It is interesting to note 

that all of the endings with no decay products had track lengths of 

less than600 microns (the range of a mu from a i-mudecãy). 

There were'a1arge number of knock-on protons in the plates, 

presumably caused by neutrons produced mainly in the end windows 

of the target. The background emulsions, exposed to an empty 

target; showed almbt áth high a bakgound of single grains and 

protons asthe data plates. 
2 a• The area scanned for the hydrogen point was 9.03 cm (R xx), 

in which 4 p1-mu events were found and 6 mesons without endings 

were found. The mesons seemedtobe scattered randomly over the 

area scanned and gave - ito sign of any systematic error. The pi 

mesons came from the proper direction. The background plates 

were scanned to 0. 75 of the area of the data plates. No meson tracks 

were found; This agrees with a rough calculation of the fraction of 

mesoiisexpected from the steel end windows using a variation with 
2/3 A 	 giving a value of less than 10 percent. 

- 4. Decay In Flight. A simle relativistic calculation of the 

number of mesons decaying in flight, using the mean life (in the 

• mesoit rest frame) of 2. 5 l08sec. 31 
 gave a correction of only 

about six percent. It is easily shown that most of the thu's given 

off are in a tight forward cone and, except for a slightly longer range, 

also land in the emulsion. The nuclear absorption correction does 

not apply nearly as heavily to these mesons. With everything taken 

into account, the decay in flight correction can be neglected. 



5 Scattering The effect of small angle scattering in the absorber 

is compensated approximately by the "poor geometry" of the emulsion, 

in which as many mésons should àcatterin as scatter out. To insure 

this, only the central portions of each nuclear plate were scanned. 

Scattering by the side walls is extremely difficult to calculate and may 

have added to the number of mesons found in the plate, raising the 

cross section However, it is believed that, within the crude statis-

tics of the final result, this effect is not serious. 

6. Nuclear Absorption. Nuclear area was used in determining the 

number of mesons stopped in the absorber by nuclear collision That is 

2 2/3 	: 	 -13 
= iT r A 	where r s-.- - = 1. 4 x 10 cm abs 	o 	 o p.c 

this gives a value of NN x .59 (N0  is the original number). The 

absorption in the gas is included in the calculation. The absorption 

cross section in hydrogen was taken from an article by Anderson et al 34 . 

The Target 

The target was designed by R. Stephen White and is adequately de-

scribed elsewhere 2 . See also Figures 3 and 4. The gas pressure was 

checked every few hours and did not vary significantly. Thepurity of 

the gases was better than 99 percent. The value of n, the number of 

target protons per cm 3, was determined as a function of the pressure 

and temperature from the curves of Johnston et al 24  and.was onthe 

order of 2. 5 x 10 protons per cm 3 . 

Solid Angle 

The solid angle of a system partly in and partly out of a magnetic 

field is calculated in appendix A. The result was used to give  the solid 

angle at various points along the target. This was used tohelp evaluate 

the integral in equation (2) which was performed stepwis.e using six 

sections of the 24 inch target as units. This satisfactorily allowed for 

the variation of the solid angle and range along the target withinthe 

accuracy desired. Using similar considerations it is found that, with 

the width of emulsion scanned, mesons were accepted with target. 

angles from -5 to +5 degrees. 
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E Relativistic Mechanics 

The expressions for k as a function of the meson kinetic energy and 

its derivative dk/dt were straightforwardly derived from the conserva-

tion of relativistic total mass and momentum. These formulas agreed 

with those from many sources and need not be reproduced here. It 

might be of interest to note that, at the meson energy looked at (134 ± 5 

Mev), the photon energy responsible was 277 ± 5 Mev (see Figure 5) and 

the value of dk/dt is 6.99. 

The range energy curves used were those of Aron 32  From these 

dT/dR was calculated as well as the energies of the mesons that stopped. 

The transformation of solid angle from the lab system to the center 

of mass system is an interesting one and is done by using the fact that 

db - d (Cos 0lab 

do 	 d(CosQ cm 	 cm 

using the bearndirection as the z axis. The quantity on the right hand 

side of the equal 8ign is found by writing,the angles in terms of the 

momentum components and using the relativistic transformation of 

momentum When differentiating, it is convenient to have the total 

'momentum written in the center of mass system, since there, it does 

not va.ry withangle.. The lather lengthy resulting expression reduces 

at zero degreesto.: 	 .. 

db 	 2 

 ILO

2 

 cmj 0o)   

wh're 'y and P ..refer to the velocity of the center of mass and p0 to the 

velocity'of the particle. Straightforward relativistic principles give 

the velocity of the center of mass as: 

	

k 	
2 

k+Mc, 	... 	 ' 
p 	.. 	 , 

which, for a 277 Mev photon, is 228 The 	of a 134 Mev ir is 858, 

giving: 	 . 	 . 
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dc2. iab ___ 

cm - 9 

Bremsstrahlung 

The shape of the bremsstrahlung curve was taken from the work of 
33 

Terwilliger and Jones (see Jones ) who have taken the usual Bethe- 

Heitler curve and corrected it for multiple scattering in the .020 inch 

Pt target of the synchrotron and for collimator size. An additional 

correction was made to this for our particular experiment fora slight 

distribution in the electron energies in the circulating beam of the 

machine due to the way in which the rf accelerating voltage cuts off.  

The resulting curve is shown in Figure 5. The ordinate is in arbitrary 

units which are normalized in equation (2) by the division of the area 

under the curve which inherently contains the arbitrary factor in it. 

Calibration Of The Beam 

One of the most serious problems that arose was that of the abso-

lute calibration of the beam intensity in terms ,of the bèam monitor. 

The method of calibration used here at the presenttim'e isthât'used by 

Blocker, Kenneyand Panofsky 29  in 1950, which has to doithbur 

knowledge of pair and compton processes in measuring the charge 

collected in an ion chamber when various 'Z converters are placed in 

front of it. The calibration is expressed Q (equivalent quanta) per 

nunan (one discharge of an arbitrary condenser charged by the beam 

monitor). 

Recent measurements by Blocker and Kenney, inernbers of the 

synchrotron crew 30, and the author have disagreed with the earlier 

values by as much as 50 percent; and also the later values vary a 

little among themselves. It appears that if the beam level and 'the 

general. room background level (indicated by separate chambers) are 

held constant the (recent) calibrations do not vary much at all. 

Investigation into past records show that measurements of the 

intensity of the central part of the beam were made with a Victoreen 

thimble chamber. These measurements were made relative to the 

beam monitor. Interestingly enough, values of the measurement, 

made when the old beam calibrations made differ from recent 

values by the same fraction as the difference in the beam calibrations. 
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This and other considerations have led us to believe that some internal 

parameters of the nunan meter (the beam monitor) must have changed 

over the years.. . . 

The variation in the later calibrations seems to be a direct function 

of the ratio of the room background to the beam level. This appears to 

be reasonable, since the monitor chamber is quite close to the machine. 

Extra background flooding into the chamber would give the nunan a 

faster rate for a given bea.m level and lower the value of the calibra-

tion. If one.plots the various calibrations versus the ratio of the 

background to the beam level,., there does appear a rough correlation 

of this sort. This variation of the background to.beam ratio is 

mostlydue to the way in which the, rf voltage of the synchrotron cuts 

off, which in turn determines the fraction of, electrons that strike the 

target to becOme beam'.andthat striké..the walls of the "doughnut" to 

become background. Work is.in  progress:.at the synchrotron toim-

provethemonitoring....... '  

To avoid any uncertainty,. the author .and his co-workers ran.à 

series of calibrations using exactly the same conditions of the experi- 

• 	merit: beam level.,' backgr.o. d level, collimator size, etc. Fluctu- 

• ations in these values: showed our calibration (to be used in our cross 

section) to be good to better than five percent. 	. . .. 	, 

Fortunately,,the other. experiments do,ne.here (which we will 

want to compare-with) were run very close.t.o the early calibration 

and will be assumed.not to be in serious doubt. These experiments 

5  have also ag-reed roughly with work done th other parts of.the country. 
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for thecross section of the reaction.y.+p1r++  nat a photo.nen.rgy 

of'277.±4.Mev.atidatO ±4 degrees. Thisvalüe'is shówñ in Figure 7. 

The limits o'f errOr on this pbixft : are •predomina'tel determined by 

the low nnmber.of: events found. The meaning of the valü.ès 'of -the 

limits are as follows :; Assuming a true••a1ue for the -cross SectiOn, 

if that'valewere e4uai to-the lOwer ii-it there *ou1hë beé 

• a 16 percent chance o.f actually measuring a vaIueequal to ogi-eater 

• :than the actual: value;andif that-true value 'we-reeqüa-I' to the upper 

• limit, there -would have been a 16 percêt chance-of measuring a 

value -equal'to or lower than-the a-ätual value. This desription be-

comes identical with the -;familiar'!.standard deriation"-äs the nümber 

--of .Cventsbecomes large. There -is - no :s'thaIlamount ofdonfuio-h con-

cerning the statistics :o.f smal'l:  numbers,- :and this point- Is 'discussed 

further in Appendix C. .......................-.' 	.; 	: 	: 

Also on:Figure' 7 are shown the data-lof Steinbe,rger and Bishop 1  

and- - White Jakobson, -and:Schulz 2 , The data of Ste-Inbe-r-ger--and' 

Bishop are for 255 M-v photon's and are -in statis-t-iäl agreement 

-wi-th Whitets. . We .sh1lu-use' White's 27-5 Mev.-Points fOr- cOmparison 

with our data. 

8.97 cm2  of deuterium emulsion was scanned, and the following 

was found: 1 pi-mu decay 3  3 mesons without endings, and one 

undeniable pi-minus star. The ratio of the production of mesons 

from deuterium to that of hydrogen is about 0. 4 and is not very 

significant. The appearance of the pi-minus was quite disturbing 

and resulted in a very large amount of double checking possible 

mistakes in the sign of the magnetic field and in the related geometry. 

There has been found no reason whatsoever to doubt the correct set- 

up of the experiment and one is forced to assume that the pi-minus 
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was probably produced in the target and took a fortuitous scatter in the 

air. Such a scatter is geometrically possible and the meson is coming 

in about the right direction if this were the case. Production of the ir 

by'cosmic rays. at this' altitude'(sealevei) wouldhave been very 

improbable. 	 . 	. 	. 

The 275 Mev points on Figure 7 have been least-squares fitted to 

a curve of the form a'+b cós' 0 + c'sin 2  0.for 'théóretical reasons that 

will be explained later. The resilt is: 

(1.46± 0. l6)(0. 72 ± 0.15) -. (0.45 ..± 0.10) CosO + Sin 2 Q] x 1029cm. 
2 
 ster. 

 -1 

This curve is shOwn on Figures 7 and 8. The errors of the coefficients 

are those for internal áonsistency, that is, the errors due tothe inherent 

'errOr in each of the experimental points. The external consistency errors, 

hé errors which measure the fit of.the'le'ast squares curve to the ex-

perimental points, were about the same order of magnitude, "indicating 

that the form a + b cosO + C sin20 is compatible with the experimental 

data. 	 ': 	 . 	 •. ' 	 ' 	 ' . 

	

The total c'ross section resulting frOm this curve is: 	. 

28 	2 
(275 Me) ='(2.5 ±..5),IO 

	, 
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Y1 I..ISCUSSION 

This, section pQ.qeeds 	 he.re are 

discussed, the. results , of this -expe.rimeiZ.tin te"light ,oLythe. recent, 

phenomenological isobar theory, and some values of interest that, do 

not .e.pend on the specific .s of a meson theory, are calculateth The 

.':efct 	f using .s.oespects of e.so heory to predict .resuls and 

the agreement therewith are discusse& :Tlien,. briefmention i's made 

of similar work at other institutions. And finally, possible ways of 

improving our, pre sent knowledge of:the 'subject are developed.:. 

The state of affairs of the theory of meson processes has been 

..very. poor in recnt yea:rs., .,Attemptsto ise wea, strongo.r in'-' 
35 

- . temed.iate c.oupig theoie 	have ,not.ee vry scce ssful,and. 

c.otain serious w,eakne'sses. Such;torie have :diffilty in, present-

ig eien.. Zh. qualitative description of expeimental 'si4'ts Because 

:ali this trouble, -many people have.been .turning'their efforts to 

extract as much information from the experiments that is as free 

from specific dependence of any particular meson theory as possible. 

This approach,.termed..the phenomenologi,cal" one s  has been sur-

prisingly fruitful. 

One tentative conclusion seems to be arising that there exists 

a proton isobar6' 8  as an intermediate state in meson reactions. 

Coupled with this is the suspicion that isotopic spin is conserved in 

reactions, a fact that'would add new restrictions to the number of 

pollible reactions in the same way as 'spin or parity conservations 

do, Feld , in a rather illuminating article on this subject, mentions 

that it has been shown that if a process goes through an intermediate 

state then the angular distribution can be determined by considerations 

of the conservation laws and the application of the fundamentals of 

quantum mechanics without specific reference to a particular theory. 

Consider the reaction y + nucleon —rr° + nucleon and assume that 

it passes through an intermediate state. It is shown in Feld's paper , 

that the angular distribution is a function of only J (the total angular 

momentum of the intermediate state) and I 
V 
 (the momentum that the 

photon carries to the reaction). Various combinations of these 

parameters give distributions, using the conservation laws, of the 
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form a + b sin 2Q + c sin4 . For instance, if the photon was 

absorbed in an electric quadrupole reaction into an intermediate state 

of J = 3/2, then the distribution is of the form 1 + cos 2 Q. It is interest-

ing to note that the theory can also roughly predict the dependence of 

the cross section on the meson momentum near threshold. In our 

example it turns out to be p 3  It appears from recent experiments19' 22, 23 

that, by applying the above information, the reaction y 	— + pir°  + p goes 

by absorption of a photon in a magnetic dipole into a state of J = 3/2. 

The positive meson case does not seem to fall into one of these 

simple catagories. This can be explained by noting that more than one 

of these mechanisms may be operating. In this case interference terms 

appear. In an example that is useful to us, consider magnetic dipole 

absorption to the J = 3/2 state and electric dipole absorption to the 

J = 1/2 state The resulting angular distribution is 

(3) 
= lai/212 + 2 Real(a 1 112  a3112 ) GosO + 1/2 a3/zI (2 + 3 sin 2 Q) 

where a 3 11 2  and a12  are the amplitudes (a j) (fractional part of the total 

matrix element) of the two processes, respectively. In order to com-

pletely determine the problem now, we can invoke the conservation of 

isotopic spin. (It should be remembered that conservation of charge 
• 

is contained in the system as the conservatioiiof the z-component of 

the isotopic spin). The .sotopic spin is handled almost identically to 

angular momentum (hence its name) and introduces amplitudes a T 

where T is the isotopic spin state. Feld states that one finds from 

	

• 	. 	general consideration.s that the mixing of the two states gives:. 

	

rn 	F• 	. . ... .. 	. a(ir) = . 	a 	3/2  +a  i/z 	
• 	 ( 4) 

' 	+ 	m.. 	... 	 • 	 . 	 ...,, 	 . 	 . a(iT ) = 	a312 -I-N' .a 1112 	, 	 . 	 (5) 

It seems reasonable that if the ir 
0  and Tr are to be considered to be 

the same variety of animal, and with the if°  distribution indicating a 

simple a + b sin2 g (explainable by J = 3/2,) then: 

a11,2  (ir° ) = 0 
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using this and eq. (4) gives: 

a1/23/2  = 	a /2/2 	 (6) 

It has also been concluded from meson scattering experi- 
14 , 34 ments 	that: 

	

.. 	 ...,. 	 , 	 ( 7) 

Substituting (5), (6), and (7) into (3) for the positive meson case gives 

W(Q) 
 1+ =[ k/zl/zj 

+a312 3/212]  -CosQ Real(a1/21/2a/2 3/2  + 

a32 3/2 	Sin2 9 	(8) 

We see that this is in a form to compare directly with our experimen-

tal results. Doing this should;give us a,solution for a312 3/2 in terms of 

a112 1/2  or, in,  a roundabout way will give the relative, fractions of magne -  

ti c  dipole and electric dipole in positive meson production ?  

A simple calculation gives:  

a/ 	. , 	 . .3,Z,;32 ......76 
	,' 	.............,: 	... . . . 	 . 	

( 9) a1,,21112  

The phase angle came out 'to be imaginary, although a real solution 

was within statistics. 	' 
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This value would have differed by a factor of i. from the value that we would 

have obtained using Watsoi and Bruecknér !s 7  nótatioñ. The cause of this 

disagreement has not b e e n detertiined and may be just a' difference in 

nbtatiän. This makes no difference in the absólut rnagnitàdes 'and 

'us1ng eq. (5)'we get':  
2. 

I a3./2thagneticdipoie'' 	 11' 	 10 
electric dipole  

' 

It shouidbe emphasized;that this result is valid if these are the only 

two processes operating. This. result might be useful in making 'rough 

observations and pre,dictions inother ir experiments'. 

Brueckner: and Watson 7 , who have also coveredthe work in ;Feld's 

paper, have given  ,f.rmulas for the-  amplitudes, assuming a resonance 

whose width and e.ne:rg.y come from meson  scattering experiments, which 

a;re derived from :some considerations of weak coupling perturbation 

theory (the' resulting distribution is still independent of theme son 

coupling. constant). ,Putting,values of our energy pho.ton.an'd meson into 

the se.formula givesi rot ghly. the following distribution (arbitrary 

absolute magnitude):  

do- 55 CosO +'SiO  

This is shown onFigure 8. It can'be seen that this curve is not 

in too good agreement with the experimental results. 

Recently 37 , more than one valid solution (Yang) has been found to 

the same set of meson-nucleon scattering data that was used to make 

the various assumptions in.the above calculations. This new solution 

would change our results and affect the theoretical curve derived from 

Watson and Brueckner's work. It is possible that with further analysis 

that the photomeson production angular distribution may choose the 

correct solution, and work is now in progress on this subject. 

Preliminary results seem to indicate that Yang's solution would pre-

dict a distribution peaked -in the forward direction and would be def-

in.itely contrary to the experimental results. 
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If we restrict .  the, meson-nucleon reaction to ;S. and P states, then 

from parity and spin conse.yatj.on it is easily seen that the electric 

.q.ua4rupole interaction, of, th gamma ray is also pos sible, along with 

the electric,an&m.gnetic  dipoles.. Mixing this in should have the 

effect of adding more sin 2 Q to the distribution, which might bring the 

theoretical curve down at zero and 180 degrees. Preliminary calcu-

lations here at the Laboratory 36 have indicated that the addition of 

the quadrupole may help'a little but it still doesnot. resolve the 

disagreement. The effect of this electric quadrupole on the neutral 

meson distribution would be merely to shift the ratio of a to b in the 

r1atio.a .+.b sin2 9: The r.su1ting'.6quatio.is stii.in good agree-

meit'..': 2 ,3 .with experimental:'results. .. 	 " 	 . 	 . 

Unofficial reports from M.I.T. (Osborne et al) indicate that 

the angular distribution of, y'+ p 	n has been measured: at angles 

above about 22 degrees 'for, -a photon enexg'yi of 270 Mev, The shape 

is qualitatively the sme.butit is'.fiatter and'doe:s not se'" tfli 

'at 180 degrees. Unofficial reports from Cornell ive 

f.:03' ±"Z) (5 1 2 .cosO..4. (5 	3) sinQ'foa photOii energy'of234 

•'.Mev .Thisis. not easily compared'with ou.'data,bUt there is 

evidence from the work;of White etal that this. dta iBm rough 

agreement with our higher energy work. ' 	. ':•• ' ' 

This discussion should show very clearly the need for a much 

better determination of the differential cross sectinas a function of 

angle for a family of photon energies. To get these values to a better 

order of magnitude will probably take a definite advance in technology 

of electronic counting methods for mesons Even then at small 

angles, the problem will be difficult When this is accomplished, 

then the deuterium-hydrogen ratio for the spin-flip problem should 

be easily determined. Alèo àf importance are the low meson energy 

measurements, on which a number of laboratories are working The 

difficu].ties encountered, however, should not be a serious deterrent 

to the execution of the experiments when their great value is realized 
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VIII. APPENbICES 

A. APPENDIX A 	 . 

Calculation Of The Solid Angle Factor-- 

In this appendix we shall refer to Figure 6 

All angles except 4, will be assumed small, and the resulting approxi-

mations will be made freely. 	. 

= 09 where 9 '  is the vertical angle (with relationship to 

thehorjzonta]. chai-inel)and Is not affcted by thernágnetic field:. We 
need to find 90 in terms of du and du' where du is ithe width of the 
emulsionand du' is the thickñess. - 

it follows that.  
du' = 0 (A +.; p 4,) 	. 	..- 	. 	. .-. 	. .... 	 ( 12) 

we see that 

du=ZCosa 	 .. .. 

now. 	 (Ag) 2  + (Op)2 = 62 [A2  + p2] 

also 

and 	Tan 	A p=— 

thus 	du=O \1A2 +p 2 	Sin(4,+) 

or 	du=0 [pSin4+ACos4] 

from 
(12) and (13) 

•dudu d12=OO 	
A+p4,) [pSin4,+ACo4,] 

if we call 

dudu' = dA 

(13) 

10 

then we have 

d(2 - 	 1 
(A + p4) [P  Sin4,+ A Cos4,] 

which is the expression desired. 

(14) 
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B APPENDIX B 

Development Procedure 

Since no measurements were made of track direction, etc, distortion 

of the emulsion was not a major problem, and elaborate precautions to 

prevent thermal or pH shock to the emulsion were not taken. The 

essence of this method is to saturate the emulsion when it is cold and 

inactive, and then bringing the solution to temperature quickly, in- 

suring even development throughout. 

The following procedure was used. 

Soak in distilled water, 	 40 mm. room temp. 

Put into icebox (to cool slowly). 	 40 mm. to 50 C. 

3 Immerse in 6 to 1 D-19 (precooled) 	60 mm 50
C 

Immerse in 6 to 1 D-19 (preheated). 	20 mm. 25 C. 

	

.. 	 . 	0 Stopmn Acetic Acid 1% (precooled) 	40 mm. 5 C. 

Let stop bath sit at room temp. 	 20 mpin. room temp. 

7 Immerse in cool acid fixer. 	: 	10 to 12 hours room 
temp. 

Fixer should be changed one or two times during this period, 

Wash in running water. . . 	 ... 	7 to 8 hours room 
temp. 

Soak in 4'/o Glycerine soln. 

	

	 about 5 hours room 
temp.. 

Dry slowly, perhaps in a covered box. 

Notes: Room temp. is abOut 68 0 
 F. The hot development time may 

vary according to the batch or conditions of the emulsion or exposure. 

Surface silver should be removed. All solutions .were made fresh with 

distilled water. Temperatures were held:to within a degree. Although 

it is not necessary, all operations were done in complete darkness to 

prevent accident. Care should be taken to prevent exposure of the 

emulsion to extremes of humidity, as it will peel off the glass even 

with the plasticizer in it. 

C. APPENDIX C 	 . . 	. 	. 	. 	... 	..,... 	. 	. 

Statistics 	 .. 	 '. 	. 	. 	., 	. 	. 	.' 	. 	.. 	. 

Let us suppose that there exists am inherent true"valué (.T) of 

some sort such that if we measured (M) this value an' indefinitely large 

number of times, our average would be as close as we please to this 

true value. 
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The value T is often called the expected value or a priori  value. 

If we start with this a priori value and apply probability theory, we 

answer the question: Given T, what is the probability, of M? In the 

special case of counting statistics this becomes If the a priori proba-

bility of an event is p, then what is the probability P(x) of seeing x 

events in n trials9 Note that np is the expected number and is equal 

toT 

The laws of probability lead to binomial formu].a 

fli  

P(x)= -' (n-x)l 	
X ()flX 

This forriula is exact but unwieldy Sand in those cases when n is 

very large, (say, when n is the product of the number of photons in the 

beam times the surface density of target protons). and •p.and np are 

small (p is the cross section and np the expected number of events), 

then the binomial formula reduces to Poisson's formula., which holds 

for a small number of events: 

x -np 	x-T 
'P 'x' 	

- 
(np) e 	T e. 	. 	. 

	

T'' 	x 	___ 

T (x) 'is the probability that we will see x events (mesons) if the 

expected number is np"(T).'  

Whennp is no g±eater tanabout 30, Stirliñg approximation be-

comes a useful, approximationfor the factorial and the familiar' 

gaussian error curve. 	2 

P(x.) =' Ce Znp(lp) 	.• 	 -- 	 - . 	 '- 

where 	x-np=x-T  

This gaussian formula still talks about the probability of what 

happens to a measurement if we already know the true alue:. As it 

stands, it does not answer the question vital to experirnenters:-. .givèn 

the measurement, what can we say about the -true ,value? Something 

	

,.,moreisneeded. 	-. •-''. 	;-.•-. 	.' ... ;:. U.:.' 	H'.' 
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Let u.s make a measurement 9  x. If this were the true. value (let 

us assume it), we could draw a gaustan distribution curve about it 

If we knew where the actual true value was we cOuld draw a gaussian 

about it, also,  

P 

T 	x 

From this we see that because of the symmetry of the gaussian, 

the probability (P) of the measured value occuring a given amount 

away from the true value is numerically the,same as a fictitious 

"probability" that the true value will lie a given distance from our 

measti red val,uethis interpretation leads to the usual use of limits 

of error,  on measured points. This is : ätll incorrect as the true 

value is afixed a priori value and has no "distribution" 

When the number of events is small, the distribution curve is .... 

skew (Poisson) and theabovemechanisth does not hold. Several 
27,28 	 . famiLiar:references 	say. that the Pisson formula also gives the 

distributionof true values around the measured value ("obviously"): 

xT 

x 	xl 

but theauthor feels that this is unjustified, A much more sensible 

View ith to remain strictly with the definition of PT(x)  and this is the 

cause of the rather elaborate way of stating the meaning of the limits 

in this experiment. (See RESULTS). The numerical values of these 

limits defined in this fashion have been calculated by Regener ° 

25  The author is indebtèd.to Mr, John Whittle sey for some illuminating 

discussions on this problem. 	 - 

I .  . 	 .. 	 - 
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SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF THE EXPERIMENTAL EQUIPMENT. 
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GROSS SECTIONAL SIDE VIEW OF ABSORBER-EMULSION DETAIL. 
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Fig. 2 
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